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historian politician diplomat and traveller mountaineer and man of
letters james bryce 1838 1922 was a towering figure at the heart of 19th
century british politics and public life a popular british ambassador to
the united states and acclaimed author of the american commonwealth
he also established himself as the foremost foreign observer of the
united states since de tocqueville his life is a parable of the intellectual
in politics for the same versatility that seemed ideally to complement the
reforming energies of mid victorian liberalism left him unprepared for a
changing world john seaman joins history and biography to recount a
life of heroic failure and stubborn triumph and in so doing sheds new
light on 19th century british politics and public life bryce was born in
arthur street belfast county antrim the son of james bryce ll d of
glasgow by his wife margaret daughter of james young of whiteabbey
county antrim the first eight years of his life were spent residing at his
grandfather s whiteabbey residence often playing for hours on the
tranquil picturesque shoreline john annan bryce was his younger
brother he was educated under his uncle reuben john bryce at the
belfast academy glasgow high school the university of glasgow the
university of heidelberg and trinity college oxford he was elected a
fellow of oriel college oxford in 1862 and was called to the bar lincoln s
inn in 1867 1 his days as a student at the university of heidelberg gave
him a long life admiration of german historical and legal scholarship he
became a believer in teutonic freedom an ill defined concept that was
held to bind germany britain and the united states together for him the
united states the british empire and germany were natural friends
digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of studies in
contemporary biography by james bryce viscount bryce digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind
every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a
new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks
digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature philip king of
macedon was wont to boast that he could take any city into which he
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could drive an ass laden with gold many statesmen from philip s time
down to our own have spoken to the like effect so long as private
property exists there will be rich men ready to corrupt and other men
rich as well as poor ready to he corrupted for the love of money is the
root of all evil this has been so under all forms of government alike the
house of commons in the days when walpole looking round its benches
observed all these men have their price was no worse than were most of
the jacobin leaders among the french revolutionaries s from chapter lxix
the money power in politics this 1921 study of democracy in action
presented in two volumes is not only an important examination of the
state of the free world in the late 19th and early 20th centuries it s a
vital reminder as democracy continues to struggle to fruition around the
globe of history as an ongoing story volume ii covers the decline of
legislatures the executive in a democracy democracy and foreign policy
the judiciary the relation of central to local government the money
power in politics democracy compared with other forms of government
the future of democracy and democracy at work in the united states
australia and new zealand in 1921 william h taft said of bryce no man in
the world today is better fitted to discuss modern democracies his
encyclopedic knowledge of history made vivid and practical by his actual
observations and continued studies give him a peculiar facility for
discussing the present state of modern democracies british historian
viscount james bryce 1838 1922 attended the university of glasgow and
trinity college oxford he is best known for his scholarship of the holy
roman empire his popular works include studies in history and
jurisprudence 1901 and studies in contemporary biography 1903 this is
a new release of the original 1927 edition a liberty classics edition
preliminary p includes bibliographical references and index vol 1 the
national government the state governments v 2 the party system public
opinion illustrations and reflections social institutions the main object of
this book is to describe the holy roman empire as an institution or
system the wonderful offspring of a body of beliefs and traditions which
have passed away from the world such a description however would not
be intelligible without some account of the great events which
accompanied the growth and decay of imperial power and it has
therefore appeared best to give the book the form rather of a narrative
than of a dissertation and to combine with an exposition of what may be
called the theory of the empire an outline of the political history of
germany as well as some notices of the affairs of medieval italy the
roman empire before the invasion of the barbarians the barbarian
invasions restoration of the empire in the west empire and policy of
charles carolingian and italian emperors theory of the mediæval empire
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the roman empire and the german kingdom saxon and franconian
emperors struggle of the empire and the papacy the emperors in italy
frederick barbarossa imperial titles and pretensions fall of the
hohenstaufen the germanic constitution the seven electors the empire as
an international power the city of rome in the middle ages the
renaissance change in the character of the empire the reformation and
its effects upon the empire the peace of westphalia last stage in the
decline of the empire fall of the empire this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to
ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant english
academic viscount james bryce 1838 1922 served as british ambassador
to the united state from 1907 to 1913 volume ii of his description of the
american commonwealth was originally published in 1893 and updated
in 1914 and describes the american party system social institutions
public opinion and reflections on a variety of topics from tammany hall
woman s suffrage the south since the civil war and the present and
future of the negro this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see
the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant the holy roman empire is a
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book by james bryce it provides a detailed description of the holy empire
as a colossal institution and system with its own typical and well studied
body of beliefs and traditions this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as
a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant historian politician diplomat
and traveller mountaineer and man of letters james bryce 1838 1922
was a towering figure at the heart of 19th century british politics and
public life a popular british ambassador to the united states and
acclaimed author of the american commonwealth he also established
himself as the foremost foreign observer of the united states since de
tocqueville his life is a parable of the intellectual in politics for the same
versatility that seemed ideally to complement the reforming energies of
mid victorian liberalism left him unprepared for a chan dr tulloch
attempts to reconstruct the many influences that contributed to bryce s
books then proceeds to the formal analysis of the constitution and his
discussion of the party system which exposed corruption and made the
american commonwealth 1888 a bible of progressivism this book
contains the author s impressions of natural beauty and historic interest
from his travels his early years were devoted to mountain climbing such
as in his 1872 trip to iceland and his expeditions to the polish and
hungary alps made with leslie stephen he also went to the alps in 1884
with edward bowen of harrow in order to follow the march of the russian
general suvaroff in the campaign against the french in 1799 when he
crossed the st gotthard to make his way through canton schwyz to join
the austrian archduke charles at zürich also included are later travels to
palestine and petra just months before the outbreak of the great war the
islands of the southern pacific a journey through siberia and two
hundred miles up the obi river to the altai mountains as well as a visit to
the united states in 1921 this work has been selected by scholars as
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being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as
a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant historian jurist diplomat and
member of parliament james bryce 1838 1922 lived one of those
remarkably full and fruitful nineteenth century public lives that remain a
wonder today he served as ambassador to the united states from 1907 to
1913 and was one of the most knowledgeable perceptive and
sympathetic interpreters of american civilization since tocqueville bryce
s writings reveal a constant and deep concern with the nature and
maintenance of democracy hindrances to good citizenship first
presented as a series of lectures at yale in 1908 addresses the special
problems of civic duty in a democracy it is an outstanding example of
classic liberal thought a society s standard of civic duty according to
bryce depends on a reasonable balance between the principles of
obedience and independence the submission of the individual will to
other wills and the assertion of that will against other wills he defines
three essential elements in public life that may potentially upset that
balance and foster bad citizenship indolence selfish personal interest
and party spirit of these he deems indolence to be the most widespread
selfish personal interest to the most pernicious and party spirit to be the
most excusable but also the most subtle and most likely to affect those
classes from which most leaders are drawn after exploring a wide range
of specific political and social contexts and expressions of these
obstacles to good citizenship bryce conclude by offering his thoughts on
what can be done to remove them by improving the practical functioning
of government and increasing civic spirit of the people although he was
writing at the turn of the century bryce speaks to us as if a
contemporary and has much to offer as we approach the century s end
hindrances to good citizenship will interest those concerned with
normative theory whether attached to political science sociology or
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american studies first published in 1888 the american commonwealth
was an instant classic a three volume set discussing the political
structure of american society its legal system and its people with an
analysis that is both broad and in depth volume iii covers those
american institutions that exist beyond the realm of politics these
includes churches wall street the universities and railroads bryce also
covers social topics such as equality the position of women and the
quality of life in america anyone with an interest in politics or american
history will find bryce s commentary penetratingly insightful british
historian viscount james bryce 1838 1922 attended the university of
glasgow and trinity college oxford he is best known for his scholarship
of the holy roman empire his popular works include studies in history
and jurisprudence 1901 and studies in contemporary biography 1903
this seminal essay by james bryce one of the foremost historians of his
time offers a comprehensive overview of the holy roman empire bryce s
incisive analysis and erudite scholarship shed new light on this complex
and fascinating period of european history and his insights continue to
inform contemporary scholarship today this edition includes the original
arnold prize winning essay as well as additional material and notes by
the author this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright
on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant this historic book may have numerous
typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free scanned
copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed
not illustrated 1864 edition excerpt name of the golden bull became the
corner stone of the germanic constitution confessed and legalized the
independence of the electors and the powerlessness of the crown the
most conspicuous defect of the existing system was the uncertainty of
the elections followed as they usually were by a civil war it was this
which charles set himself to redress the kingdoms founded on the ruins
of the roman german kmg empire by the teutonic invaders presented in
their nally elective original form a rude combination of the elective with
the hereditary principle one family in each tribe had as the offspring of
the gods an indefeasible claim to rule but from among these members of
such a family the warriors were free to choose the bravest or the most
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popular as king b that the german crown came to be purely elective
while in france castile aragon england scotland the principle of strict
hereditary succession established itself was due to the failure of heirs
male in three successive dynasties to the restless ambition of the nobles
who since they were not like the french strong enough to disregard the
royal power did their best to weaken it to the intrigues of the
churchmen zealous for a method of appointment prescribed by their own
law and observed in capitular elections above all to the conception of
the imperial office as one too holy to be in the same manner as the regal
transmissible by blood the right to choose the war chief belonged in the
earliest ages to the whole body of freemen their suffrage which must
have been very irregularly exercised became by degrees vested in their
leaders but the assent of the multitude although ensured already was
needed to complete the ceremony it was thus that henry the



James Bryce (viscount Bryce of Dechmont, O. M. ). 1927 historian
politician diplomat and traveller mountaineer and man of letters james
bryce 1838 1922 was a towering figure at the heart of 19th century
british politics and public life a popular british ambassador to the united
states and acclaimed author of the american commonwealth he also
established himself as the foremost foreign observer of the united states
since de tocqueville his life is a parable of the intellectual in politics for
the same versatility that seemed ideally to complement the reforming
energies of mid victorian liberalism left him unprepared for a changing
world john seaman joins history and biography to recount a life of heroic
failure and stubborn triumph and in so doing sheds new light on 19th
century british politics and public life
James Bryce 1923 bryce was born in arthur street belfast county antrim
the son of james bryce ll d of glasgow by his wife margaret daughter of
james young of whiteabbey county antrim the first eight years of his life
were spent residing at his grandfather s whiteabbey residence often
playing for hours on the tranquil picturesque shoreline john annan bryce
was his younger brother he was educated under his uncle reuben john
bryce at the belfast academy glasgow high school the university of
glasgow the university of heidelberg and trinity college oxford he was
elected a fellow of oriel college oxford in 1862 and was called to the bar
lincoln s inn in 1867 1 his days as a student at the university of
heidelberg gave him a long life admiration of german historical and
legal scholarship he became a believer in teutonic freedom an ill defined
concept that was held to bind germany britain and the united states
together for him the united states the british empire and germany were
natural friends
James Bryce (viscount Bryce of Dechmont, O.M.). 1927 digicat
publishing presents to you this special edition of studies in
contemporary biography by james bryce viscount bryce digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind
every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a
new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks
digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature
A Citizen of the World 2006-06-30 philip king of macedon was wont to
boast that he could take any city into which he could drive an ass laden
with gold many statesmen from philip s time down to our own have
spoken to the like effect so long as private property exists there will be
rich men ready to corrupt and other men rich as well as poor ready to he
corrupted for the love of money is the root of all evil this has been so
under all forms of government alike the house of commons in the days



when walpole looking round its benches observed all these men have
their price was no worse than were most of the jacobin leaders among
the french revolutionaries s from chapter lxix the money power in
politics this 1921 study of democracy in action presented in two volumes
is not only an important examination of the state of the free world in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries it s a vital reminder as democracy
continues to struggle to fruition around the globe of history as an
ongoing story volume ii covers the decline of legislatures the executive
in a democracy democracy and foreign policy the judiciary the relation
of central to local government the money power in politics democracy
compared with other forms of government the future of democracy and
democracy at work in the united states australia and new zealand in
1921 william h taft said of bryce no man in the world today is better
fitted to discuss modern democracies his encyclopedic knowledge of
history made vivid and practical by his actual observations and
continued studies give him a peculiar facility for discussing the present
state of modern democracies british historian viscount james bryce 1838
1922 attended the university of glasgow and trinity college oxford he is
best known for his scholarship of the holy roman empire his popular
works include studies in history and jurisprudence 1901 and studies in
contemporary biography 1903
James Bryce 1927 this is a new release of the original 1927 edition
James Bryce 1973-02-01 a liberty classics edition preliminary p includes
bibliographical references and index vol 1 the national government the
state governments v 2 the party system public opinion illustrations and
reflections social institutions
The Hindrances to Good Citizenship (1909) by James Bryce 2016-02-23
the main object of this book is to describe the holy roman empire as an
institution or system the wonderful offspring of a body of beliefs and
traditions which have passed away from the world such a description
however would not be intelligible without some account of the great
events which accompanied the growth and decay of imperial power and
it has therefore appeared best to give the book the form rather of a
narrative than of a dissertation and to combine with an exposition of
what may be called the theory of the empire an outline of the political
history of germany as well as some notices of the affairs of medieval
italy the roman empire before the invasion of the barbarians the
barbarian invasions restoration of the empire in the west empire and
policy of charles carolingian and italian emperors theory of the
mediæval empire the roman empire and the german kingdom saxon and
franconian emperors struggle of the empire and the papacy the
emperors in italy frederick barbarossa imperial titles and pretensions



fall of the hohenstaufen the germanic constitution the seven electors the
empire as an international power the city of rome in the middle ages the
renaissance change in the character of the empire the reformation and
its effects upon the empire the peace of westphalia last stage in the
decline of the empire fall of the empire
Studies in Contemporary Biography 2022-09-04 this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to
ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical
elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Modern Democracies 2008-01-01 english academic viscount james bryce
1838 1922 served as british ambassador to the united state from 1907
to 1913 volume ii of his description of the american commonwealth was
originally published in 1893 and updated in 1914 and describes the
american party system social institutions public opinion and reflections
on a variety of topics from tammany hall woman s suffrage the south
since the civil war and the present and future of the negro
James Bryce, V2 2013-10 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as
a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The American Commonwealth 1995 the holy roman empire is a book



by james bryce it provides a detailed description of the holy empire as a
colossal institution and system with its own typical and well studied
body of beliefs and traditions
The Holy Roman Empire 2022-11-13 this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as
a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The American Commonwealth / by James Bryce 2018-10-31 historian
politician diplomat and traveller mountaineer and man of letters james
bryce 1838 1922 was a towering figure at the heart of 19th century
british politics and public life a popular british ambassador to the united
states and acclaimed author of the american commonwealth he also
established himself as the foremost foreign observer of the united states
since de tocqueville his life is a parable of the intellectual in politics for
the same versatility that seemed ideally to complement the reforming
energies of mid victorian liberalism left him unprepared for a chan
The American Commonwealth 2010-12 dr tulloch attempts to
reconstruct the many influences that contributed to bryce s books then
proceeds to the formal analysis of the constitution and his discussion of
the party system which exposed corruption and made the american
commonwealth 1888 a bible of progressivism
The American Commonwealth / By James Bryce - Scholar's Choice
Edition 2015-02-12 this book contains the author s impressions of
natural beauty and historic interest from his travels his early years were
devoted to mountain climbing such as in his 1872 trip to iceland and his
expeditions to the polish and hungary alps made with leslie stephen he
also went to the alps in 1884 with edward bowen of harrow in order to
follow the march of the russian general suvaroff in the campaign against
the french in 1799 when he crossed the st gotthard to make his way
through canton schwyz to join the austrian archduke charles at zürich



also included are later travels to palestine and petra just months before
the outbreak of the great war the islands of the southern pacific a
journey through siberia and two hundred miles up the obi river to the
altai mountains as well as a visit to the united states in 1921
The Holy Roman Empire by James Bryce 1864 this work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced
from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of
the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The American Commonwealth, by James Bryce 1888 historian jurist
diplomat and member of parliament james bryce 1838 1922 lived one of
those remarkably full and fruitful nineteenth century public lives that
remain a wonder today he served as ambassador to the united states
from 1907 to 1913 and was one of the most knowledgeable perceptive
and sympathetic interpreters of american civilization since tocqueville
bryce s writings reveal a constant and deep concern with the nature and
maintenance of democracy hindrances to good citizenship first
presented as a series of lectures at yale in 1908 addresses the special
problems of civic duty in a democracy it is an outstanding example of
classic liberal thought a society s standard of civic duty according to
bryce depends on a reasonable balance between the principles of
obedience and independence the submission of the individual will to
other wills and the assertion of that will against other wills he defines
three essential elements in public life that may potentially upset that
balance and foster bad citizenship indolence selfish personal interest
and party spirit of these he deems indolence to be the most widespread
selfish personal interest to the most pernicious and party spirit to be the
most excusable but also the most subtle and most likely to affect those
classes from which most leaders are drawn after exploring a wide range
of specific political and social contexts and expressions of these
obstacles to good citizenship bryce conclude by offering his thoughts on



what can be done to remove them by improving the practical functioning
of government and increasing civic spirit of the people although he was
writing at the turn of the century bryce speaks to us as if a
contemporary and has much to offer as we approach the century s end
hindrances to good citizenship will interest those concerned with
normative theory whether attached to political science sociology or
american studies
Constitutions 1997 first published in 1888 the american commonwealth
was an instant classic a three volume set discussing the political
structure of american society its legal system and its people with an
analysis that is both broad and in depth volume iii covers those
american institutions that exist beyond the realm of politics these
includes churches wall street the universities and railroads bryce also
covers social topics such as equality the position of women and the
quality of life in america anyone with an interest in politics or american
history will find bryce s commentary penetratingly insightful british
historian viscount james bryce 1838 1922 attended the university of
glasgow and trinity college oxford he is best known for his scholarship
of the holy roman empire his popular works include studies in history
and jurisprudence 1901 and studies in contemporary biography 1903
The Holy Roman Empire 2022-06-13 this seminal essay by james
bryce one of the foremost historians of his time offers a comprehensive
overview of the holy roman empire bryce s incisive analysis and erudite
scholarship shed new light on this complex and fascinating period of
european history and his insights continue to inform contemporary
scholarship today this edition includes the original arnold prize winning
essay as well as additional material and notes by the author this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The American Commonwealth / By James Bryce 2015-12-07 this historic
book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually
download a free scanned copy of the original book without typos from
the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1864 edition excerpt name of
the golden bull became the corner stone of the germanic constitution
confessed and legalized the independence of the electors and the



powerlessness of the crown the most conspicuous defect of the existing
system was the uncertainty of the elections followed as they usually
were by a civil war it was this which charles set himself to redress the
kingdoms founded on the ruins of the roman german kmg empire by the
teutonic invaders presented in their nally elective original form a rude
combination of the elective with the hereditary principle one family in
each tribe had as the offspring of the gods an indefeasible claim to rule
but from among these members of such a family the warriors were free
to choose the bravest or the most popular as king b that the german
crown came to be purely elective while in france castile aragon england
scotland the principle of strict hereditary succession established itself
was due to the failure of heirs male in three successive dynasties to the
restless ambition of the nobles who since they were not like the french
strong enough to disregard the royal power did their best to weaken it
to the intrigues of the churchmen zealous for a method of appointment
prescribed by their own law and observed in capitular elections above
all to the conception of the imperial office as one too holy to be in the
same manner as the regal transmissible by blood the right to choose the
war chief belonged in the earliest ages to the whole body of freemen
their suffrage which must have been very irregularly exercised became
by degrees vested in their leaders but the assent of the multitude
although ensured already was needed to complete the ceremony it was
thus that henry the
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